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Abstract
Efficient resource utilization becomes a major concern as large-scale distributed computing infrastructures keep growing in size. Malleability, the possibility for resource
managers to dynamically increase or decrease the amount of resources allocated to a
job, is a promising way to save energy and costs.
However, state-of-the-art parallel and distributed storage systems have not been
designed with malleability in mind. The reason is mainly the supposedly high cost of
data transfers required by resizing operations. Nevertheless, as network and storage
technologies evolve, old assumptions about potential bottlenecks can be revisited.
In this study, we evaluate the viability of malleability as a design principle for a
distributed storage system. We specifically model the minimal duration of the commission and decommission operations. To show how our models can be used in practice,
we evaluate the performance of these operations in HDFS, a relevant state-of-the-art
distributed file system. We show that the existing decommission mechanism of HDFS
is good when the network is the bottleneck, but can be accelerated by up to a factor 3
when storage is the limiting factor. We also show that the commission in HDFS can
be substantially accelerated. With the highlights provided by our model, we suggest
improvements to speed both operations in HDFS. We discuss how the proposed models can be generalized for distributed file systems with different assumptions and what
perspectives are open for the design of efficient malleable distributed file systems.
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1. Introduction
Reducing idle resources is a major concern for large-scale infrastructures such as
clouds and supercomputers, as it directly leads to lower energy consumption and lower
costs for the end user. Job malleability is an effective means to reduce idle resources. It
consists of having the resource manager dynamically increase or decrease the amount
of resources allocated to a job.
Resource managers for malleable jobs [1, 2] and malleable frameworks [3, 4, 5]
have been proposed in earlier work. However, with the advent of BigData, many applications require co-located data storage (each computing node also stores data locally).
But such co-located distributed storage systems1 limit job malleability since they are
typically not malleable. Since the storage system is co-deployed with the application,
the application cannot be shrunk below the size of the storage system, and the distributed storage system becomes a bottleneck once the application expands above a
certain size.
Most distributed storage systems already provide basic commission and decommission operations (consisting in adding and removing nodes, respectively), usually for
maintenance purposes. They are, however, rarely used in practice for optimizing resource usage since they are assumed to have high performance overhead.
Since networks and storage devices are regularly improved (e.g., SSDs, NVRAM,
or even in-memory file systems [6]), it is time to revisit this assumption and evaluate
whether malleability can be leveraged for resource usage optimization in future distributed storage systems. Fast storage rescaling can indeed favor a quick response to
new requests for resources and to sudden variations in workload.
In this paper, we focus on the cost of commission and decommission operations
in the context of distributed storage systems that leverage data replication. We devise
theoretical, implementation-independent models of the minimal duration required to
undertake these operations. These models provide a baseline to evaluate implementations of these operations. As a case study, we evaluate how HDFS, a representative
1 This work can easily be applied not only to distributed file systems but also to various kinds of distributed
storage systems (e.g, object-based). We thus use the generic denomination distributed storage systems.
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state-of-the-art distributed file system with both the commission and decommission
mechanisms already implemented, behaves against these theoretical models. We show
that the decommission mechanism of HDFS is efficient when data is stored in memory
but can be improved by up to a factor of 3 when data is stored in secondary storage.
Moreover, we show that these models can be used to predict decommission times when
they are instantiated based on real measurements. We also show that the commission
algorithms used by HDFS are not optimized to be fast. We suggest modifications that
would further improve commission and decommission times in HDFS. Finally, we
discuss the applicability of our models to other storage systems with different design
assumptions.
This paper extends our previous work [7] focused on decommission only. In this
paper we complete our previous work by providing a model for the commission, together with a study of the commission mechanism implemented in HDFS.
We discuss the relevance of malleability in Section 2 and present the related work
in Section 3. We specify the assumptions used for the models in Section 4 and establish the models of the minimal duration for the commission and the decommission
in Sections 5 and 6. We evaluate the performance of the these mechanisms in HDFS
(Sections 7 and 8). The generality and usefulness of the proposed models are discussed
in detail in Section 9.
2. Context and motivation
In this section, we discuss the relevance of malleability in general and for storage
systems specifically.
2.1. Relevance of malleability
Malleable jobs are jobs for which the amount of computing resources can be increased or decreased in reaction to an external order, without needing to be restarted.
Malleability is an effective means to reduce the amount of idle resources on a platform.
It helps users save money on cloud resource rental or make better usage of the corehours allocated to them on supercomputers. It also gives the platform operator more
resources to rent, while cutting down the energy wasted by idle resources.
Some frameworks [3, 4, 5] provide support for malleability. However, few applications are malleable in practice. Many workflow execution engines such as the ones
3

presented by Wilde et al. [8] make workflows malleable: each job can be executed
on any resource; and once the jobs running on a node are finished, the node can be
given back to the resource manager. However, efficient support for malleable storage
is missing.
Note that the notion of malleability, coming from the scheduling field, differs from
horizontal scalability. Malleability refers to the possibility for a job to be dynamically
resized, whereas scalability refers to the performance of a system at various scales.
2.2. Relevance of distributed storage system malleability
Having an efficient malleable distributed storage system, that is, a file system in
which storage resources can be dynamically and efficiently added and removed, could
benefit both cloud computing and HPC systems.
Cloud platforms. One of the key selling points of cloud platforms is their elasticity:
one can get almost as many resources as needed. In practice, however, most applications must be stopped and restarted to use newly allocated resources. This lack of
dynamism is in part explained by the inefficiency of existing mechanisms for resource
commission and decommission and in part by the fact that some services deployed
along with applications, in particular data storage services, are not themselves dynamic.
A malleable distributed storage system, able to add and release nodes dynamically
and efficiently without having to be restarted, would enable truly dynamic elasticity
on the cloud through on-the-fly resource reallocation. The gain in efficiency would
be even larger when compute and storage resources are located on the same nodes;
efficient dynamic commission and decommission would then operate for computation
and storage at the same time.
HPC systems. Similar benefits can be expected in HPC. Recent works [9, 10] have
proposed to push at least parts of storage systems to the compute nodes of HPC infrastructures. DeltaFS [9] pushes metadata management to compute nodes to offload
storage clusters, while the work of Dorier et al. [10] enables the quick design and implementation of storage systems (deployed on compute nodes) tailored to applications.
Implementing malleability in these works would enable their use in conjunction with
malleable jobs run on HPC platforms [4, 11].
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2.3. Focus on the minimal duration of rescaling operations
This paper aims to provide a theoretical minimal duration of commission and decommission operations. The models for these operations are useful in several situations. First, they help us understand where the bottlenecks of these operations are.
Second, resources managers can use these models anticipate the impact of commission
and decommission in order to decide when to add or remove nodes to/from a cluster. Third, they can be used as a baseline to compare against when implementing or
optimizing these operations.
3. Related Work
Malleability has been explored in past work in various ways. Some work focused
on implementing malleable applications [3, 4, 5]; some focused on resource managers
able to exploit optimization opportunities available with malleable jobs [1, 2]; many
efforts were dedicated to scheduling malleable jobs [12, 13]. Rare, however are papers
focusing on the malleability of file systems.
Among them, the SCADS Director [14] is a resource manager that aims to ensure
some service-level objective by managing data: it chooses when and where to move
data, when and if some nodes can be added or removed, and the number of replicas
needed for each file, thanks to the interface proposed by the SCADS file system. The
authors of this work propose an algorithm for both node commission and decommission but do not study its efficiency. Their algorithm includes a decision mechanism for
determining which nodes to add or remove. In contrast, we assume that the file system must follow commands from an independent resource manager, and we propose
a model for the time of both operations that can be integrated in external scheduling
strategies.
Lim, Babu, and Chase [15] propose a resource manager based on HDFS. It chooses
when to add or remove nodes and the parameters of the rebalancing operations. However, it simply uses HDFS without considering the time of the commission or decommission operations. Both [14] and [15] focus on ways to leverage malleability rather
than on improving it. They are complementary to our work.
Another class of file systems implements malleability to some extent: for example, Rabbit [16], Sierra [17], or SpringFS [18] shut down nodes to save energy. Be5

cause of the fault tolerance mechanism, these nodes must be ready to rejoin the cluster
quickly, and the data cannot be erased from them. This difference has many important
consequences. Instead of commissioning nodes, they update the information already
present on the node, which is mainly a problem of data consistency, whereas we focus
our attention on the time needed to distribute data. In the case of the decommission,
their approach restricts the reallocation of these machines to other jobs. In our work we
consider a more general case of node decommission, where the decommissioned nodes
can be shut down but also allocated to new jobs without restrictions. This gives more
freedom to the resource manager to reach its objective, whether it is saving energy,
improving resource utilization, or maximizing gains.
The commission mechanism is a particular case of rebalancing the data on a cluster:
some nodes are empty (the newly added ones), and the other ones host data, and after
the commission we want all of them to host the same amount of data. Efficient data
rebalancing has been extensively studied in different contexts: for RAID systems [19],
for HDFS [20], or for hash tables [21]. To the best of our knowledge, however, no
studies focus on the minimum duration of data rebalancing.
4. Assumptions
To be able to compute a theoretical minimal duration, we make several assumptions
regarding the initial state of the storage system.
4.1. Scope of our study: which type of storage system?
The decommission mechanism is similar to the one often used for fault tolerance.
When a node crashes, its data needs to be recreated on the remaining nodes of the
cluster. Similarly, when a node is decommissioned, its data needs to be moved onto the
remaining nodes of the cluster.
With this in mind, we reduce the scope of our study to storage systems using
data replication as their fault tolerance mechanism. This crash recovery mechanism
is highly parallel and is fast: most of the nodes share some replicas of the data with
the crashed nodes and thus can send its data to restore the replication level to its original level. Moreover, this technique does not require much CPU power. It is used by
HDFS [20] and RAMCloud [6].
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We do not consider full node replication, used in systems where sets of nodes host
exactly the same data, since the recovery mechanism is fundamentally different from
the one used with data replication. Thus the models are not built for systems such as
Ceph [22] and Lustre [23]. We discuss the case of node replication in Section 9.3.
We exclude from our scope systems using erasure coding for fault tolerance, such
as Pelican [24], since such mechanisms require CPU power to regenerate missing data,
and a theoretical minimal duration would therefore have to take into account the usage
of the CPU to be as realistic as possible.
Another major fault tolerance mechanism for storage systems is lineage, used in
Tachyon [25] for Spark [26]. We do not consider lineage in this paper because the base
principles differ greatly from the ones needed for efficient decommission. With lineage,
the sequence of operations used to generate the data is saved safely; and, in case of
a crash, the missing data is regenerated. Consequently, a file system using lineage
must be tightly coupled with a framework, and the CPU power needed to recover data
depends on the application generating the data. The case of systems using erasure
coding or lineage is discussed in Section 9.4.
4.2. Assumptions about the cluster infrastructure
We make three assumptions about the cluster in order to build a comprehensible
model.
Assumption 1: Homogeneous cluster
All nodes have the same characteristics, in particular they have the same network
throughput (SNet ) and the same throughput for reading from / writing to storage devices
(SRead , SW rite ).
Moreover, we assume that either the network or the storage is the bottleneck for the
commission or the decommission. Both operations heavily rely on data transfers, so
those aspects are likely to be the bottlenecks.
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Assumption 2: Ideal network
The network is full duplex, data can be sent and received with a throughput of SNet
at any time, and there is no interference.
This assumption determines the maximum throughput each node can individually
reach. Thus, building upon this assumption ensures we model the fastest possible decommission. In order to build generic models, we do not consider the topology of the
network and focus only on the I/O of each individual node.
The latency of the network is ignored in this assumption because of the large
amount of data transferred during rescaling operations. Thus, transfer costs should be
dominated by the bandwidth and the latency should be a negligible part of the transfer
times.
Assumption 3: Ideal storage devices
Storage devices can either read or write, but cannot do both simultaneously. Also,
the writing speed is not higher than the reading speed (SW rite ≤ SRead )
Assumption 3 holds for most modern storage devices.
Moreover, we assume that all resources are available for both the commission and
the decommission operations without restrictions.
4.3. Assumptions on the initial distribution of the data
We denote as a data object the unit of information stored by users on the storage
system (which can be files, objects, blobs, or even chunks of larger files). We distinguish data objects from the space they occupy on the storage devices. We denote the
occupied storage space as simply data. The size of the data objects is not the same as
the size of the data because of the replication. With a replication factor of r, the data
is r times larger than the size of the data objects. Finally, we denote as a replica each
copy of a data object and do not consider any hierarchy between replicas.
The initial data placement (the placement of all replicas of all data objects on the
nodes of the storage cluster) is important for the performance of commissions and
decommissions. Thus, we make assumptions in this respect.
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Assumption 4: Data balance
Each node initially hosts the same amount of data D.
Assumption 4 matches the load-balancing target of policies implemented in existing file systems, such as HDFS [20] or RAMCloud [6].
Assumption 5: Uniform data replication
Each object stored in the storage system is replicated on r ≥ 1 distinct nodes.
Assumption 5 simply states that data replication is the fault tolerance strategy used
by the considered distributed storage systems. We include the case r = 1 (without
replication) for reference.
We denote as exclusive data of a subset of nodes the data objects that have all their
replicas on nodes included in the specified subset.
Assumption 6: Uniform data placement
All sets of r distinct nodes host the same amount of exclusive data, independently
of the choice of the r nodes.
This assumption reflects the way data is placed on storage systems using data replication. In case of failures of up to r − 1 nodes, each of the remaining nodes can participate equally to the system’s recovery since they all host exactly the same amount of
data that needs to be replicated. This situation is approached by some existing storage
systems such as HDFS by randomly choosing the hosts of each replica.
4.4. Formalizing the problem
At the end of both rescaling operations (commissions and decommissions), the data
placement should satisfy the following objectives.
Objective 1: No data loss
No data can be lost during either operation.
Objective 2: Maintenance of the replication factor
Each object stored on the storage system is replicated on r distinct nodes. Moreover, the replication factor of the objects should not drop below r during the operations.
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Objective 3: Maintenance of data balance
All nodes host the same amount of data D0 at the end of the operation.
Objective 4: Maintenance of a uniform data placement
All sets of r distinct nodes host the same amount of exclusive data, independently
of the choice of the r nodes.
Objective 1 is obvious for a storage system. Objectives 2, 3, and 4 are the counterparts of Assumptions 5, 4, and 6 and are here to ensure a data placement that is the
same as if the cluster always had its new size. Moreover, reaching the objectives also
prepares the data placement for a future rescaling operation.
Both the assumptions and the objectives reflect the goal of the load-balancing
policies implemented in many current state-of-the-art distributed file systems such as
HDFS [20] or RAMCloud [6].
5. Modeling the Commission
In this section, we study the time needed to commission nodes in a cluster.
5.1. Problem definition
Commissioning (adding) nodes to a storage system involves two steps. First, the
cluster receives a notification about nodes ready to be used. Second, the data stored in
the cluster is balanced among all nodes to homogenize the load on the servers.
Ideally, at the end of the operation, the system should not have any traces of the
commission; it should appear as if it always had the larger size. It is important in
order to ensure a normal operating state, as well as to prepare for any operation of
commission or decommission that could happen afterwards.
In this work, we look for the minimal duration tcom of the commission of x empty
nodes (new nodes) to a cluster of N nodes (the old nodes). At the end of the commission, all objectives defined earlier (Objectives 1, 2, 3, and 4) must be satisfied.
5.2. Data to move
The commission is mainly a matter of transferring data from old to new nodes. In
the following parts, the amount of data to transfer from sets to sets is quantified.
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5.2.1. Data needed per new node
With the objectives of not losing data, of maintaining data replication, and of loadbalancing (Objectives 1, 2, and 3), the fact that each of the N nodes initially host D
data (Assumption 4) and that x new nodes are added, we deduce the following.
Each node must host D0 =

ND
of data at the end of the commission. (Prop. 1)
N +x

5.2.2. Data needed by the new nodes
With the amount of data needed per node, we obtain the amount of data that must
be written onto the new nodes (Prop. 2).
D→new = xD0 =

xND
N +x

(Prop. 2)

5.2.3. Required data movements from old to new nodes
Without considering data replication, the old nodes should transfer to the new nodes
as much data as they need.
Because of data replication, however, some objects must have multiple replicas to
be written on the new nodes. This requirement is particularly important because those
objects could be sent once to new nodes and then forwarded from new nodes to new
nodes to reduce the amount of data to send from old nodes to new ones.
Let us denote as pi the probability that an object has exactly i replica(s) on the new
nodes. Since we want a specific final distribution of data, those probabilities are known
(Def. 1).
pi =

 x

 i

N 
r−i
N+x
r

∀0 ≤ i ≤ r



0

∀i > r

.

(Definition 1)

The problem is modeled as an urn problem [27]: x white balls, N black ones, we
extract r of them (Assumption of uniformity 6) and compute the probability that exactly
i white balls are selected.
Minimum amount of data to read and send from old nodes. Of all unique data, only the
part that has at least a replica to place on the new nodes must be moved. This amount
is expressed as Dold→new .
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Dold→new =

ND
(1 − p0 ).
r

(Prop. 3)

Data that can be moved from either new or old nodes to new nodes. Of course, reading and sending the minimum amount of data are not enough to complete the commission. The remaining data can be read either from old nodes or from new nodes after
they receive the first replicas (from the old nodes). The total amount of this data is
Dold/new→new .
Dold/new−>new =

ND rx
(
+ p0 − 1).
rx N + x

(Prop. 4)

5.2.4. Data placement that does not involve data transfers between old nodes
The preceding sections focused on the data transfers to new nodes; however, data
transfers between old nodes could compete with the essential ones.
To avoid data transfers between old nodes, we need to design a data redistribution
scheme for the old and new nodes that has the following property: the data that was
present initially on an old node is either staying on it or being transferred to new nodes.
Group objects according to the placement of their replica; i.e., two objects
whose replicas are on the same set of servers will be considered in the same
group.
2 Divide {groups} according to the proportions in the new placement; i.e., from
a given group C of objects, select a proportion pi (for all i in [0, r]) of objects
that will be replicated i times in the new servers.
3 For each subdivision, assign the corresponding number of replicas to the new
nodes uniformly and remove the same number of replicas from the old nodes
uniformly.
Algorithm 1: Algorithm designed to rebalance data without transferring data between old nodes.
1

Assuming that objects can always be divided in multiple objects of any smaller
size, Algorithm 1 avoids all data transfers between old nodes and satisfies all the ob(Prop. 5)

jectives.

With this result, since no data transfers are required between old nodes, it will not
have any impact on the minimal duration of the commission.
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Of course, in practice objects cannot be indefinitely divided. So when relaxing
the goals of load-balancing and uniform data distribution, as it is in practice, the data
transfers between old nodes can be ignored.
5.3. A model when the network is the bottleneck
We can determine the time needed to transfer data from the amount of data. However, two cases must be considered, depending on the relative speed of the network
with respect to that of the storage. In the first, a slow network is the bottleneck, and
the nodes do not receive data fast enough to saturate the storage’s bandwidth. In the
second case, storage is slow and becomes a bottleneck (i.e., storage cannot write at the
speed at which the data is received from the network).
In this section, we consider the case where the network is the bottleneck of the
system.
5.3.1. Many possible bottlenecks
The operation of commission is composed of multiple concurrent actions such as
sending and receiving data. Moreover, two strategies are possible when sending data:
send the minimum amount of data from old nodes and forward it between new nodes,
or balance the amount of data sent by the old and the new nodes.
Thus, we design a model of the minimal duration needed by each action; and then,
because all actions must finish to complete the commission, we extract the maximum
of the times required for each action to obtain the minimal time needed to commission
nodes.
5.3.2. Receiving data
Each new node must receive D0 data, with a network throughput of SNet . Thus the
time needed to do so is at least Trecv .
Trecv =

ND
(N + x)SNet

(Prop. 6)

5.3.3. Sending the minimum from old nodes
If one chooses the strategy of sending as little data as possible from old nodes, the
minimal time needed is Told→new .
Told→new =

D
(1 − p0 )
rSNet

(Prop. 7)
13
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Of course, sending the minimum from old nodes means that the new nodes will
spend some time Tnew→new to forward the data.
Tnew→new =

ND r
∑ (i − 1)pi
rxSNet i=2

(Prop. 8)

5.3.4. Balancing the sending operations between old and new nodes
The previous strategy can be easily improved when the new nodes spend more time
forwarding data than the old nodes spend sending it (i.e. Tnew→new > Told→new ). In this
situation, the old nodes should send more data, thus reducing the amount that must
later be forwarded by new nodes.
In that case, the minimum time required to send all the needed data to their destibalanced .
nation is T→new
balanced =
T→new

xND
(N + x)2 SNet

(Prop. 9)

balanced
Trecv ≥ T→new

(Prop. 10)

balanced is always smaller than the time needed for the new nodes to receive data
T→new

(Property 10). Thus, equally distributing the task of sending data between new and old
node does not have any impact on the duration of the operation.
5.3.5. Commission time with a network bottleneck
The commission, in the case of a network bottleneck, cannot be faster than tcom .
tcom = max(Told→new , Trecv )

(Prop. 11)
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Indeed, the minimum commission time is at least as long as the time needed to
receive the data and at least as long as the time needed to send it (balancing the sending
operations between old and new nodes if needed).
In Figure 1, we can observe the different minimum times that have been used in
constructing the model in the context of a 20-node cluster initially hosting 100 GB
of data per node. When less than 40 nodes are added at once, the bottleneck is the
reception of the data by the new nodes. When more than 40 nodes are added, however,
the old nodes do not manage to send the data they have to send as fast as the new nodes
can receive it, and thus the emission is the bottleneck.
5.4. A model when the storage is the bottleneck
In the case of a storage bottleneck, similar actions to the network bottleneck case
are required (reading and writing data), but the time needed to finish each action depends on the characteristics of the storage devices.
In the following, the duration of each action are evaluated in the context of a storage
bottleneck.
5.4.1. Writing data
Each new node must write D0 data on its storage, it takes at least Twrite .
Twrite =

ND
(N + x)SW rite

(Prop. 12)

5.4.2. Reading the minimum from old nodes
The part of the data that must be read from old nodes can be read in at least
Told→new .
Told→new =

D(1 − p0 )
rSRead

(Prop. 13)

5.4.3. When buffering is possible
If the data can be put in a faster buffer than the storage (typically from drive to
memory), reading from memory is a lot faster than from disk and thus can be ignored.
In this case, the relevant objects are read once from the storage of the old nodes,
sent to new nodes, stored in the storage and onto a buffer, and then forwarded from the
buffer to other new nodes if needed.
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In that case, the minimal duration of the commission tcom is defined as follows.
tcom = max(Twrite , Told→new )

(Prop. 14)

In Figure 2, we can observe the different times that are important in constructing
the model in the context of a 20-node cluster initially hosting 100 GB of data per node.
As in the case of a network bottleneck, when less than 40 nodes are added at once,
the writing is the bottleneck. In contrast, when more than 40 nodes are added simultaneously, the old nodes are not numerous enough to read the unique data they must read
as fast as the new nodes can write it.
5.4.4. When buffering is not possible
Buffering may not be usable, in particular in the case of in-memory storage (in this
case, the buffer would have the same throughput as the main storage).
Because the storage cannot read and write at the same time (Assumption 3), the
new nodes should prioritize their writing. When the number of commissioned nodes
alldata )
increases, however, the old nodes will spend more time reading all the data (Told→new

than the new nodes will spend writing it (TW rite ).
alldata =
Told→new

xD
(N + x)SRead

(Prop. 15)

In this situation, the new nodes can spend some time to forward data to other new
balanced ) needed to read data from the old nodes.
nodes and reduce the time (Told→new

NSRead
, new nodes can forward data,
SW rite
xND SRead + SW rite
=
.
(N + x)2 SRead SW rite

If x ≥
balanced
and Told→new

(Prop. 16)

Thus, we deduce the minimal duration of the commission when no buffering is
possible.

T
write
tcom =
max(T

if x ≤

balanced
old→new , Told→new )

NSRead
,
SW rite

(Prop. 17)

else.

In Figure 3, we show the different times that are important in constructing the
model, in our usual example of a 20-node cluster. When less than 20 nodes are added,
the bottleneck is the new nodes not writing fast enough. When between 20 and 80 nodes
are added at once, the old nodes cannot read all the data fast enough by themselves;
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and write speeds of 1 GB/s. The cluster is composed
of 20 nodes.

thus the new nodes start to forward part of the data they receive to other new nodes.
But when more than 80 nodes are added at once, the new nodes do not manage to read
the unique data they must read fast enough and are the bottlenecks.
5.5. Observation
In both cases of a storage bottleneck and a network bottleneck, the more nodes that
are commissioned at once, the faster the operation finishes.
Thus, it is faster to add many nodes at once to match the workload than to add few
nodes after few nodes until the workload is matched.
6. Modeling the Decommission
In this section, we study the time needed for the decommission and, in particular,
provide a model of the minimal possible duration.
6.1. Problem definition
The decommission (removing) of nodes from a storage cluster is composed mainly
of two steps. First, in order to ensure that no data is lost (Objective 1), the data is
transferred out of the leaving nodes and sent to the remaining nodes. Second, the
storage system on the leaving nodes is shut down, and these nodes are returned to the
resource manager.
In this section, we design a model tdecom of the minimal time needed to decommission x nodes from a cluster of N nodes. More precisely, tdecom is the minimum time
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needed between the reception of the order to decommission some nodes from the resource manager (thus the choice of the leaving nodes does not depend on the cluster)
and the moment when the leaving nodes can be safely removed. At the end of the
decommission, the remaining nodes must satisfy the objectives.
For the major part of this section, we assume a replication factor r > 1 since it
is fundamentaly different from the model in the absence of replication. We build the
model without replication in section 6.6.
6.2. A model for the decommission time
To establish a model for the minimal decommission time, we note that data writing
is the bottleneck of this operation, for three reasons.
First, any remaining node shares some data with all the leaving nodes (Assumption
6); thus, any remaining node can read and send data at the same rate as leaving nodes.
Second, only the remaining nodes can receive and write some data in their storage:
since leaving nodes will be removed form the cluster, having them store more data is
pointless. Third, storage devices have a lower writing speed than their reading speed
(Assumption 3).
Thus, the theoretical minimal duration of the decommission is equal to the amount
cluster .
of data to write (Dwrite ) divided by the writing speed of the whole cluster Swrite

tdecom =

Dwrite
cluster
Swrite

(Definition 2)

6.3. Data to write
Since the replication factor must be left unchanged after the decommission (Objective 2), all data present on the leaving nodes must be written on remaining nodes. Thus
the data to write Dwrite is known.
Dwrite = xD

(Prop. 18)

6.4. Writing speeds
Determining the writing speed of the cluster is more complex. Two cases must be
considered, as was done for the commission: either the network is the bottleneck, or
the storage is.
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6.4.1. First case: the network is the bottleneck
We assume the network is full duplex, and without interference (Assumption 2). In
this case, the remaining nodes can receive data at the network speed SNet , even if they
send data at the same time. Each of the N − x remaining nodes can receive and write
cluster the aggregated speed at which the
data at the network speed SNet . We denote as Swrite

cluster can receive data during decommissions.
cluster = S
Swrite
Net (N − x)

(Prop. 19)

From this, we deduce the minimal duration of the decommission tdecom .
tdecom =

xD
.
SNet (N − x)

(Prop. 20)

6.4.2. Second case: the storage is the bottleneck
If the storage is the bottleneck (SRead ≤ SNet ), the situation is slightly different:
most storage devices (disk, RAM, or NVRAM) cannot read and write at the same time
(Assumption 3).
However, by using some buffering (reading once from the storage) and keeping a
copy in memory, what is read can be written more than once. From this, we denote as
R(N, x) the ratio data written divided by data read.


if i > r,
0 
r N−r
pi =
i
x−i

for i ≤ r.

N

(Definition 3)

x


1
R(N, x) = ∑ri=1 ipi
 r
∑i=1 pi

without buffering,
if other cases.

(Prop. 21)

The ratio R(N, x) (Property 21) is expressed with the probability pk of an object
to have k replicas on the leaving nodes (Definition 3), which is a classical urn problem [27]. In that case, the data is read once but is written k times to ensure the replication factor.
There are two cases for the writing speed of the cluster because leaving nodes
can only read (they will leave the cluster at the end of the decommission): either the
leaving nodes can read enough data to saturate the writing on the remaining nodes, or
they cannot.
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cluster .
In the first case, the writing speed of the cluster is defined as Swrite
cluster = S
Swrite
W rite (N − x).

(Prop. 22)

In the second case, the remaining nodes are not saturated by the amount of data
received from the leaving nodes and thus can also read and write more data to accelerate
the decommission. In this case, the writing speed of the cluster is defined as follows.
cluster =
Swrite

NR(N, x)SRead SW rite
.
SW rite + R(N, x)SRead

(Prop. 23)

The leaving nodes are able to saturate the remaining nodes when more than T (N, x)
nodes are decommissioned at once. The threshold T (N, x) can be expressed as follows.
T (N, x) =

NSW rite
R(N, x)SRead + SW rite

(Prop. 24)

With Properties 2, 18, 22, 23, and 24, the model for the time to decommission
ddecom in the case of storage as a bottleneck is deduced.

xD

+ t0
if x ≥ T (N, x),

SW rite (N − x)
tdecom = x · D · (S
W rite + R(N, x)SRead )


+ t0 in other cases.
N · R(N, x) · SRead · SW rite

(Prop. 25)

6.5. Observations
Three interesting observations can be made regarding the minimal duration.
6.5.1. Impact of the data hosted per node
The decommission time is proportional to the amount of data hosted per node.
Thus, the decommission scales linearly with the amount of data hosted for a given
platform.
Figure 4 summarizes the minimal decommission times for both kinds of bottlenecks, on an artificial platform that exposes the differences in behavior between both
bottlenecks. The minimal decommission times expected for existing hardware can be
found in Section 9.6.
6.5.2. Impact of the proportion of decommissioned nodes
In the case of a network bottleneck, the decommission time depends only on the
proportion of leaving nodes in the cluster. In this situation, decommissioning 20 nodes
in a cluster of 100 or 4 in a cluster of 20 will take the same time if each node hosts the
same amount of data.
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6.5.3. Decommission one by one or in batch
We have the following property.
In the case of a network bottleneck, decommissioning a set of nodes in k
consecutive steps takes as much time as decommissioning the same nodes all at once.
(Prop. 26)
The reason behind this unexpected result is that even if more data is transferred
(data is moved to a node that is decommissioned later), the transfer speed is also higher.
The bottleneck in this case comes from the amount of nodes that can write, which is
higher in the first step than in the last steps. Note that this result cannot be found in the
case where the bottleneck is at the storage level: the storage compensates for the nodes
that cannot write and have a constant speed.
6.6. Decommission without replication
The proposed model only works when the data objects are replicated. Without
replication, the model is simpler: only the nodes leaving can read and send data since
they are the only ones hosting the data that needs to be transferred, and thus reading
and sending the data can also be a bottleneck.
Thus, the model of the minimal duration of the decommission without replication
is the maximum of the time needed to read and send the data to move and of the time
needed to receive and write it. From this, we deduce the model for the decommission
without replication (Property 27).


D
xD
tdecom = max
,
(N − x)min(SW rite , SNet ) min(SRead , SNet )

(Prop. 27)

7. Decommission in HDFS
In this section we use the previously defined models to evaluate commission and
decommision in a practical setting: we focus on the case of HDFS, a relevant state-ofthe-art distributed file system, in which these operations are implemented. We consider
two cases of bottlenecks: HDFS with its storage in RAM (bottleneck at the network
level); HDFS with storage on disk drives (bottleneck at storage level). For all configurations, we compare experimental measurements with the theoretical minimal duration
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and propose improvements for the transfer scheduler of HDFS that would decrease the
duration of the operation.
This section presents a study on decommission, where HDFS exhibits good practical results for this operation. A similar study for commission is presented in Section 8.
7.1. Experimental setup
7.1.1. Testbed
The experiments presented in this section have been performed on the Grid’5000 [28]
experimental testbed. The paravance cluster from Rennes was used for the decommission measurements. Each node has 16 cores, 128 GB of RAM, a 10 Gbps network
interface, and two hard drives. The file system’s cache has been reduced to 64 MB in
order to limit its effects as much as possible. It has not been completly disabled since
HDFS relies on it to improve disk read and write performance. Unless stated otherwise,
20 nodes from this cluster were used for each experiment.
7.1.2. HDFS
We deployed HDFS and Hadoop 2.7.3. One node acted as both DataNode (slave)
and NameNode (master) while the others were used only as DataNodes. One drive was
reserved for HDFS to store its data. Most of the configuration was left to its default
values, including the replication factor, which was left unchanged at 3.
The data on the nodes was generated using the RandomWriter job of Hadoop,
which yields a typical data distribution for HDFS.
7.1.3. HDFS in memory
To experiment RAM-based storage with HDFS, we used the same setup as in the
paper introducing Tachyon [25]: a tmpfs partition of 96 GB was mounted, and HDFS
used it to store data. A tmpfs partition is a space in RAM that is used exactly (and
natively by Linux systems) as a file system. It is seen as a drive by HDFS, but the
speeds are a lot higher (6 GB/s reading and 3 GB/s writing), moving the bottleneck
from the drives to the network.
7.2. Experiment protocol
In order to measure the decommission time of HDFS, a random subset of nodes
was selected among the DataNodes except the one hosting the NameNode, and the
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Table 1: Parameters used for the experiments.
Parameter
RAM setup
dfs.namenode.decommission.interval
1
dfs.namenode.replication.work.multiplier.per.iteration
25
dfs.namenode.replication.max-streams-hard-limit
30

Disk setup
1
2
4

Default
3
2
4

command to decommission those nodes was given to the NameNode. The recorded
time is the time elapsed between the moment the NameNode receives the command
and the moment the NameNode indicates that the data has been transferred and the
decommission process is finished.
For all experiments, measurements were repeated 10 times. All shown boxplots
represent, from top to bottom, the maximum observed value, the third quartile, the
median, the first quartile, and the minimum.
Some parameters in the configuration of HDFS were optimized for the experiments:
HDFS checked the decommission status every second (instead of 30 s by default) with
the parameter dfs.namenode.decommission.interval. This gives us the decommission
times with a precision of 1 s. Moreover, since HDFS schedules data transfers every 3 s,
we used the parameters presented in Table 1 to schedule enough transfers to maximize
the bandwidth utilization while avoiding unbalanced work distribution. The value of
these parameters has been determined by doing a parameter sweep.
7.3. Decommission in HDFS: when the bottleneck is at the network level
To create a setup with a bottleneck at the network level, we configured HDFS with
RAM-based storage (we could measure writing at 3 GB/s in memory, including an
overhead induced by the file system, while transfers on the network are done at 1.1
GB/s).
7.3.1. Closeness of HDFS to the theoretical minimal duration
Figure 5 shows the decommission times observed for various amounts of data
hosted per node and various numbers of nodes to decommission. In addition, the figure
shows the theoretical minimum decommission time for this platform computed with
the model presented in Section 6. The number of nodes that can be decommissioned
is limited by the capacity of the cluster after decommission. Thus the maximum number of nodes that can be decommissioned is different depending on the amount of data
stored per node.
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Figure 8: Amount of data before and after the decommission on the nodes of the cluster on the platform
presented in Sec. 7.3. Data was generated for 40 GB
per node, and 8 nodes were decommissioned.

We observe that the decommission times are short, especially for small numbers
of decommissioned nodes. In particular, no decommission lasts more than 55 s. If we
consider the scenario of KOALA-F [1] in which one or two nodes are commissioned
or decommissioned every 5 minutes, the decommission would take less than 13 s each
time, which is a cost of at most 5% of the time to save 5 to 10% of the energy and/or
renting cost of the hardware. Moreover, we observe that the measured values are close
to the theoretical minimal duration: the decommission mechanism of HDFS is fast, but
can be improved.
7.3.2. Fitting the model to HDFS
Since the decommission in this case is close to the model, we show the model can
be fitted to HDFS to estimate the duration of the decommission.
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In Figure 6, we use linear regression to determine the values of Snet and t0 that
would fit the model and explain the decommission time of HDFS. The values obtained
are t0 = 4.4 s and Snet = 0.98 GB/s with a coefficient of determination of 0.983, which
means that the variance in the measures is explained at 98.3% by the model with these
parameters. These values indicate mainly that the decommission process uses 90% of
the network bandwidth to receive data on the remaining nodes that is the main bottleneck and that there is a flat cost of 4.6 s.
The network bandwidth determined by the regression matches the observations, as
we can see in Figure 7, when the transfer durations are long enough to have a steady
transfer speed. The value of t0 includes many delays due to the implementation of
HDFS, such as the scheduling of the transfers done only every 3 s (on average 1.5 s
delay) or the verification of the status of the decommission every second (on average
0.5 s delay). It also includes the imbalance in the scheduling that appears at the end
of the transfers: because of the scheduler, some nodes have the maximum amount of
transfers to do, while other have none.
Note that the model explains the decommission times of HDFS well even if some
of the assumptions needed by the model are not fulfilled by HDFS: the data is not
evenly distributed (see Figure 8), and the transfer speeds are not constant (see Figure
7, especially the reception speed that should not change). That explains why the value
of t0 is higher than expected: it compensates for the lower transfer speeds for small
amounts of data transferred.
7.3.3. Improvement to the decommission time in HDFS
Although the duration of the decommission is close to the theoretical minimum,
it can still be improved. Parameter tuning by reducing the heartbeat rate, increasing
the transfer scheduling rate, and checking more often the status of the decommission
could decrease the value of t0 . However, the scheduler should be redesigned to improve
the bandwidth utilization that becomes important for large amounts of data transferred.
Indeed, the current transfer scheduler of HDFS tries to balance the transfers on the
sender side, ignoring the receivers; but, as the model shows, the bottleneck is the receiving side. Thus, load-balancing should be done considering primarily the receivers.
All the above can serve for the design of future optimized transfer schedulers in HDFS
(this is beyond the scope of this paper).
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Overall, the decommission mechanism of HDFS is efficient when the network is
the bottleneck: its performance is close to the theoretical limits.
7.4. Decommission in HDFS: when the bottleneck is at storage level
To create a setup where the bottleneck is at storage level, we configured HDFS to
store data on the drive (read speed: 180 MB/s, write speed: 160 MB/s), a lot slower
than the network (1.1 GB/s).
7.4.1. Closeness of HDFS to the theoretical minimal duration
Figure 9 shows the decommission times observed and the minimal theoretical time
to do so. As we can see, even if the measures follow the same trends as the theoretical
minimal duration, HDFS is about 3 times slower than what could be achieved on the
platform.
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In Figure 9 we present the measurements with the same configuration (number of
nodes and data hosts per node) as the ones presented in Section 7.3 for better comparison, even if the technical constraint would allow larger experiments. In particular,
when comparing with Figure 5, we observe that the decommission times are up to 20
times slower when using the drive. However, the drive should be only 13 times slower
than the network in the worst case (reading and writing at the same time). This confirms that the decommission in this configuration is a lot less efficient than the one
presented in Section 7.3.
7.4.2. Fitting the model to HDFS
Since the pattern of the measures follows that of the theoretical minimal duration,
we use regression to fit the model for the results. The parameters obtained match a
platform with a reading speed of 50.7 MB/s, a writing speed of 55.1 MB/s, and an
initialization time t0 of -3.55 s, and a coefficient of determination of 0.983 as shown in
Figure 10. The negative initialization time is due to the fact that the transfer scheduler
of HDFS balances reads instead of writes: this does not match the scheduling strategy
expected by the model.
7.4.3. Possible Improvements to decommission in HDFS
HDFS schedules data transfers by balancing the reads and send operations, but
the bottlenecks are the receive and write operations. Figure 11 shows that all nodes
read data at approximately the same speed, resulting in high competition for the drive
accesses on remaining nodes that must read and write data. In contrast, the disk of
leaving nodes are underloaded since they do not write.
A scheduling strategy leveraging the model is simple: the scheduler should balance
the writing operations, prioritize them, then maximize reading from leaving nodes.
This would lead to read and write patterns like those presented in Figure 12. If remaining nodes can write all that is read by leaving nodes, then they also read to accelerate
the decommission. If they cannot, the leaving nodes have their reading speed reduced
while remaining nodes simply stop reading.
Since all these modifications can be made exclusively for the rescaling operations,
they should not impact the performance of HDFS outside of rescaling operations.
When the bottleneck is at storage level, the decommission mechanism in HDFS
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suffers from inappropriate scheduling: the scheduler balances the read load instead of
the write load, and disk accesses are inefficient due to the resource contention. Some
simple changes could make decommission in HDFS up to 3× faster.
8. Commission in HDFS
In this section we evaluate the performance of the commission operation in HDFS
against the model established in Section 5.
8.1. Experimental setup
The setup used to evaluate the commission of HDFS is the same as presented in
Section 7.1 except that the grisou cluster of Grid’5000 located in Nancy has been used.
This cluster has the same hardware as the one described in Section 7.1.
8.2. Experiment protocol
To measure the commission time of HDFS, we first deployed it on 10 nodes, and
then a subset of the unused nodes in the cluster (with 2 to 30 nodes) was randomly
selected and added to HDFS. HDFS does not rebalance the data by itself, however,
thus we used the internal rebalancer to balance the data between new and old nodes.
The recorded time is the time taken by the rebalancer to balance the data between
old and new nodes, since adding nodes takes hardly any time compared with the time
needed to balance the data among the nodes.
For all experiments with in-memory storage, measurements were repeated 10 times
(these experiments lasted for 39 h). Because of the duration of the experiments, however, measurements for disk drive storage were repeated 5 times (the experiements
lasted for 84 h).
8.3. Rebalancing algorithm used in HDFS
Algorithm 2 is used by HDFS to rebalance the data in a cluster. As done for the
decommission, some parameters of this algorithm were adjusted to improve the commission time. The delay between two iterations was reduced from 9 s to 1 s. Moreover,
HDFS checks whether the wave of transfers is finished only every 30 s; this delay has
also been reduced to 1 s. The rebalancer limits both the throughput of each node used
for rebalancing data and the number of concurrent data transfers. Both limits have been
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Input: threshold: maximum difference between the ideal storage utilization
on each node and the final one, provided by the user.
1 repeat
2
Compute the average storage utilization per available node on the cluster.
3
Cluster nodes according to their storage utilization (u):
4
if u > average + threshold then the node is Over-Utilized
5
else if u > average then the node is Above-Average
6
else if u > average − threshold then the node is Below-Average
7
else if u ≤ average − threshold then the node is Under-Utilized
8
Pair the nodes (source and target) with the following priority:
9
• Over-Utilized and Under-Utilized,
10
• Over-Utilized and Below-Average,
11
• Under-Utilized and Above-Average.
12
Select data to move from the source to the target:
13
• Target must not already host the same object.
14
• Data must not already be scheduled to move.
15
Execute the data transfers
16
• no more than threshold ∗ cluster capacity amount of data is moved
during each iteration.
17
• Replicas can be sent from the source or from another node hosting
the replica.
18
Wait for all transfers to finish.
19 until All nodes are Above-Average or Below-Average
Algorithm 2: Algorithm used by HDFS to rebalance the data among the nodes, in
the case of a single-rack configuration.

removed. The threshold of the rebalancing done by HDFS is set to 2%, which means
that the rebalancing will stop if all nodes are within a 2% margin of the total node
capacity of their ideal amount of data.
8.4. Commission in HDFS
Figures 13 and 14 show the time needed by HDFS to commission nodes to a cluster
of 10 nodes with various amounts of data initially on the nodes.
Figure 13 presents the duration of the commission operation when the network is
the bottleneck, while Figure 14 shows the duration of the commission operation when
the storage (drives) is the bottleneck. Both figures show the same pattern: the theoretical minimal duration and the observed results are opposite of each other. The model
suggests that the time needed to commission nodes should decrease as the number
of added nodes increases, but the commission times of HDFS increase greatly as the
number of new nodes grows.
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These are not surprising results: the rebalancing algorithm is different from an
optimal commission algorithm. The rebalancing algorithm was designed to balance
the load across storage nodes, without the constraint that some of these nodes just
arrived.
The results highlight the fact that this rebalancing algorithm was not designed to
be fast but, on the contrary, to limit the impact of a rebalancing operation on the performance of HDFS. Our model, on the other hand, has been designed with commission
speed as the primary objective.
8.5. Hints to improve the commission mechanism
The model highlighted two important bottlenecks: the reception (or writing) of
the data and the old nodes sending (reading) data. Hence, in order to improve the
commission in HDFS (or any distributed storage system using replication), the old
nodes should send as little data as possible, while the reception of data on the new
nodes should be balanced.
9. Discussion
In this section, we discuss various points about the models as well as the assumptions.
9.1. Is the theoretical minimal duration for commission too optimistic?
The observed times to commission nodes in HDFS greatly differ from the theoretical minimal duration, thus raising a natural question: Isn’t this model too optimistic?
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To answer this question, we developed a benchmark, Pufferbench [29], for the commission and decommission processes. Results show that one can design a commission algorithm that exhibits performance close to the theoretical minimal duration: on
average, the commission operation can be 16% slower than the theoretical minimal
duration, whereas in HDFS it is 440% slower.
9.2. How dependent are these models on HDFS?
The models are generic and do not rely on HDFS. They model the minimal duration
of rescaling operations of distributed storage systems that follow the system assumptions: they balance their data across the nodes (Assumption 4), they replicate their data
(Assumption 5), and they place their data uniformly across the nodes (Assumption 6).
Moreover, the hints given to improve the transfer scheduler of HDFS can also be used
to improve the duration of both operations in any distributed storage system using data
replication.
The main storage systems matching these assumptions are GFS [30] and HDFS.
However, the model can also be applied outside of distributed storage systems. For
instance, Kafka [31] stores streams of records reliably using data replication as a fault
tolerance mechanism. Thus, the duration of rescaling operations in Kafka can be modeled using this work.
9.3. What about systems using node replication?
The minimal duration of rescaling operations in distributed storage systems relying on node replication can be obtained by extending the presented work. To build
these models, we follow the same assumptions on the platform as the other models
(Assumptions 1, 2, and 3), we also assume that data can be buffered.
In a typical configuration, the nodes of a distributed storage system using node
replication are grouped in placement groups. All nodes in a single placement group are
mirrors from one another and host exactly the same data.
Commissioning nodes to a placement group is limited only by the duration of the
reception and writing of data on the new nodes. With D as the amount of data on a
single node of the placement group, the duration of the commission is
D
.
tcom =
min(SNet , SW rite )
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The decommission of nodes in a placement group is simple, since the other nodes
of the group already host the same data as the ones leaving, no data movement are
required. Thus, tdecom = 0.2
The models of the time required to commission or decommission placement groups
can be deduced from the ones presented in this work. Assuming all placement groups
are composed of k nodes, each placement group can be abstracted as a single node with
a storage reading speed of min(k ∗ SRead , k ∗ SNet ) (data can be read and sent from any
of the k nodes of a placement group), and a storage writing speed of min(SNet , SW rite )
(data must be received and written on each node). From this abstraction, the duration
of rescaling operations is obtained using the models with a storage bottleneck and
r = 1. The fact that there is no difference between a network and storage bottleneck
when r = 1 allows to include the difference between the outgoing and ingoing network
bandwidth of the placement groups.
We leave the case of placement groups with varying sizes and the practical study of
the commission and decommission of systems using node replication for future work.
9.4. What about systems using erasure coding or lineage?
In the case of systems using erasure coding or lineage, recreating data using the
fault tolerance recovery mechanism is likely to be slower than moving data out of the
nodes to decommission or to the newly commissioned nodes. Thus, if the specificity
of their fault tolerance mechanism is not leveraged during rescaling operations, the
models without replication (r = 1) can be used.
Note, however, that faster rescaling operations may be possible if the fault tolerance mechanisms are leveraged. For example, with lineage, one could recompute large
amount of data and thus avoid many data transfers.
9.5. How useful are the models?
The models helps particularly in understanding the bottlenecks of the operations
and thus gives hints to optimize it in distributed storage systems such as HDFS.
A more interesting utilization we foresee would consist of using the estimated time
for the commission or decommission to efficiently and dynamically schedule resource
2 If nodes are reallocated between placement groups (e.g. to balance the number of nodes per group), the
duration of the operation can be modeled as a commission since the decommission is instantaneous.
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node cluster.

allocations for malleable applications. With these models, resource schedulers can
more easily anticipate the commission or decommission times of nodes, or even estimate whether it is interesting to add nodes that will soon be taken back.
Since these are realistic models of the commission and decommission times, they
can be used as a baseline to evaluate the implementation of such mechanisms in distributed storage systems in general.
These models were essential in the development of Pufferscale [32, 33], a rescaling
manager that organize data transfers during rescaling operations while balancing the
load across the cluster. Knowing the duration of the operation enables to schedule
additional data transfers to improve load balancing, without increasing the duration of
the operation.
9.6. Can we predict operation times for various technologies?
Since the models are generic, one can use them to predict the (de)commission times
that could be reached when other storage technologies, existing or emerging, are used.
As an example, Figure 15 illustrates expected decommission times for various settings:
storage bottleneck with RAM (from the Cray XC series [34]), drive (see Section 7.1),
and one of the fastest SSDs [35] and network bottleneck with different bandwidths. In
Figure 16, the minimum commission time for the same hardware is presented.
From these figures we can see that the commission and decommission times decrease with newer technologies, strengthening the idea that malleable file systems can
currently be useful as the cost of the malleability is decreasing.
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9.7. Why is distributed storage system malleability important?
A malleable distributed storage system that stores its data on HDDs can be considered too slow to be useful, especially with the network bandwidth available that
negates the need for local storage. However, if we consider faster storage (that would
make the network the bottleneck) such as some of the fast SSDs or even the RAM, the
local storage improves the performance of I/O-intensive applications. Moreover, having malleability allows applications to easily dig into unused yet available resources or
to avoid having idle resources. Thus a malleable distributed storage system on fast storage in such a setting would make an application able to exploit all available resources
to their maximum.
The Cybershake workflow [36] is a good example that would greatly benefit from
a malleable execution engine and file system. This workflow is malleable since each
of its 815,000 short jobs can be launched on any resources. Moreover, it writes only
920 GB of data but reads 217 TB of it [37]. This amount of data could easily be stored
on a few nodes with large amounts of RAM, and the read operations would be greatly
accelerated using by local storage.
To conclude, malleability is getting increasingly interesting as a means to better
use resources on shared platforms. Thus, even if the malleability of distributed storage
systems is currently limited, we confirm in this paper that its cost is low (except for
HDDs), and we provide information that can be integrated in scheduling strategies for
malleable jobs.
9.8. Would the models be relevant if a workload is present?
The models presented in Sections 5 and 6 assume that all resources are available
for the resizing operation, but this is often not the case. Some implementations might
limit the bandwidth used for the operations or give a lower priority to the commission
or decommission to favor the execution of applications. In both cases, this choice is
made when implementing the distributed file system. Thus, one can add trade-offs
such as limiting the bandwidth available for the data transfers of the commission or
decommission, and hence reduce the SNet accordingly.
9.9. Can any of the assumptions be relaxed?
The models are based on many assumptions and objectives, many of which are
common among file systems, but one in particular could be relaxed for the decommis34

sion. If the user prioritizes the decommission time over fault tolerance, one need not to
always maintain the replication factor (Objective 2).
In [38], we studied the possibility to release nodes faster by allowing the system to
lower the number of replicas during decommission. This method is promising in the
case of a network bottleneck. However, in the case of a storage bottleneck, it comes
with drawbacks such as a longer time needed by the storage system to recreate all
replicas, and an uncertain reduction in cost (energetical and financial), on top of the
temporary reduction of fault tolerance.
9.10. Can the uniformity assumption be ignored?
The models are built on the assumption that the data is uniformly distributed among
the nodes. This is almost impossible to do in practice. Systems such as HDFS place
data using randomness in order to have a distribution of the data close to uniformity.
We have seen in Section 7 that HDFS has performance close to the theoretical minimal
duration for the decommission (Fig. 5), even if the data distribution (Fig. 8) is not
uniform among the nodes.
If one does not want to use this assumption, the amount of data D can be set to
the minimum amount of data hosted by a single node, which guarantees that it is a
theoretical minimal duration.
9.11. How can one determine where the bottleneck is?
Determining which of the storage and the network is the bottleneck is necessary in
order to know which model to use. However, estimating which one is the bottleneck
can be hard. A rough estimation would be the following. The network is the bottleneck if it limits at any point the reading or writing of data from storage: SNet < SRead .
Conversely, the bottleneck is located at the storage level if the read/write speeds cannot keep up with the speed at which data is sent and received through the network:
SRead · SW rite
< SNet . Note that it does not included the possibility of buffering data
SRead + SW rite
in memory.
There is also a possibility of having bottlenecks both at the storage and the network
level at the same time. We leave this less-intuitive situation outside the scope of this
study.
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10. Conclusion
Efficient commission and decommission of nodes are essential to enable the design of malleable distributed storage systems. To the best of our knowledge, this is the
first study that provides a model of the minimal duration of these operations, regardless of their implementation. Using these generic models, we study the commission
and decommission of HDFS and highlight potential improvements thanks to the better
understanding of the various possible bottlenecks of the operations. For the decommission, we show that the only resources needed are network and drive bandwidth and
that the model can be used to predict decommission times. For the commission, we
show that the implementation of the mechanism in HDFS is not optimized for speed
and could be greatly accelerated. Finally, we discuss the generality of these models
to systems with different assumptions and we discuss how they can provide a base for
putting malleability in practice in future distributed storage system.
A further challenge left for future work is the implementation of an efficient malleable distributed storage system (where commision and decommision perform closely
to the identified theoretical minimal duration), and to subsequently evaluate its benefits
on real-world applications.
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Appendix
Lemma 1:
The probability of finding a specific object on a node is

r
with N the number
N

of nodes in the cluster.

Proof:
Let us compute the probability of finding an object O on a node A.

The number of sets of r nodes that contain node A is N−1
r−1 . The probability of one
1
of these sets to host O is N  .
r

Thus, the probability of finding O on A is

r
.
N
QED

Property 1:
Each node must host D0 =

ND
of data at the end of the commission.
N +x

Proof:
Objectives 1 and 2 ensure that there is as much data on the cluster at the end of the
commission as there was in the initial situation.
Objective 3 ensures that each node hosts the same amount of data.
Thus, the amount of data on a node at the end of the commission D0 is the total
amount of data on the cluster divided by the number of nodes:
D0 =

ND
.
N +x

QED
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Property 2:
D→new = xD0 =

xND
N +x

Proof:
There are x new nodes, and each hosts D0 of data. Thus
D→new = xD0 =

xND
.
N +x

QED

Definition 1:  
x
N 

 i r−i
N+x
pi =
r


0

∀0 ≤ i ≤ r

.

∀i > r

Detail:
The problem is modeled as an urn problem [27]: x white balls, N black ones. We
extract r of them (Assumption 6) and compute the probability that exactly i white balls
are selected.
QED

Lemma 2:
∑ri=0 pi = 1

Proof:
All files have between 0 and r replicas on the new nodes.
QED
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Lemma 3:
∑ri=0 ipi =

xr
.
N +x

Proof:
The data stored on the new nodes at the end of the commission Dnew can be expressed in two different manners:
• With the amount of data per node:
Dnew = x

ND
N +x

• With the probability of finding a replica on them:
Dnew =
Thus,

r

ND r
∑ ipi
r i=0
xr

∑ ipi = N + x .

i=0

QED

Property 3:
Dold→new =

ND
(1 − p0 ).
r

Proof:
All the unique data that must be transferred to new nodes must be read from the old
nodes.

Dold→new =
Dold→new =

ND r
∑ pi
r i=1

ND
(1 − p0 )
r
QED
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Property 4:
Dold/new−>new =

ND rx
(
+ p0 − 1).
rx N + x

Proof:
Dold/new→new is the amount of data that must be stored on new nodes D→new minus
the replicas that can be read only from old nodes Dold→new .
Dold/new→new = D→new − Dold→new
xND ND
−
(1 − p0 )
N +x
r
ND rx
=
(
+ p0 − 1)
rx N + x
=

QED

Property 5:
Assuming that objects can always be divided in multiple objects of any
smaller size, Algorithm 1 avoids all data transfers between old nodes and satisfies
all the objectives.

Proof:
Objectives 1 and 2 are satisfied by design since data is transferred from node to
node.
No data transfers occur between old nodes by design.
Quantifying data transfers
r be the set of sets of r distinct old nodes.
Let Sold

r contains exactly N elements.
Sold
r
r ).
Let A be a set of r distinct old nodes (A ∈ Sold

Let DA be the amount of data exclusive to A.
DA =

ND

r Nr

The second step of Algorithm 1 divides the exclusive data of A into r + 1 distinct
subsets of sizes D0A , ..., DrA .
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∀0 ≤ i ≤ r, DiA = pi DA
Then, during the third step of Algorithm 1, for all i ∈ [0, r], each new node receives
a part dAi of the exclusive data stored on D.
∀0 ≤ i ≤ r, dAi =

iDiA
x

During the same phase, each node in A loses drAi of the exclusive data initially
storage on A.
∀0 ≤ i ≤ r, drAi =

iDiA
r

Load-balancing (Objective 3)
Algorithm 1 assigns D0new data to each new node. D0new is the sum of all dAi for all
possible i and A.
D0new =

r

∑r ∑ dAi

A∈Sold i=0
r

=

iDiA
i=0 x

∑r ∑

A∈Sold

  r
NDipi
N
=

∑
r i=0 rx Nr
=

ND r
∑ ipi
xr i=0

=

xD
(with prop. 3)
N +x

= D0
Algorithm 1 leaves D0old data to an old node n. D0old is D minus the sum of all drAi
for all possible i and all A that include n.
r (n) be the set of sets of r distinct nodes that include n. Sr (n) contains
Let Sold
old

N−1
sets.
r−1
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r

D0old = D −

∑
∑ drAi
r

A∈Sold (n) i=0
r

= D−

iDiA
r
(n) i=0

∑
∑
r

A∈Sold

r

= D−

NDipi
N

∑
∑ r2
r

A∈Sold (n) i=0

r



N − 1 ND r
= D−
 ∑ ipi
r − 1 r2 Nr i=0
 
N r ND xr
= D−
(with prop. 3)

r N r2 Nr N + x
= D−

xD
N +x

= D0
With this, the objective of load-balancing is satisfied.
Exclusive data (Objective 4)
Let A be a set of r distinct nodes.
Let k be the number of new nodes in A.
Let Dex be the amount of exclusive data on A.

r

In order to show that the distribution satisfies objective 4, Dex should be equal to
ND
.
N+x
r

The amount of exclusive data on A is composed of objects that have r − k replicas
on old nodes and k replicas on new nodes. Before being assigned to the new nodes,
the k replicas could have been on any other two old nodes. Sicne the algorithm does
not move data between old nodes, however, the data present on the old nodes after the
redistribution was initially on the same old nodes.
From this, we deduce that Dex is the product of the following.
1. nb, the number of sets of r distinct nodes containing the r − k old nodes of A;
2. DkA , the amount of data from a set of r distinct nodes that was assigned to exactly
k new nodes by Algorithm 1;
3. premain , the proportion of that data that remains on the r − k old nodes of A;
4. pdistr , the proportion of that data that is assigned to the k new nodes of A;
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Using the urn problem, we have
premain =

r−k k 
r−k 0
r 
r−k

=

pdistr =

k x−k
k 0
x
k

=

1
r 
r−k

1
x
k



N −r+k
.
nb =
k
Thus,
Dex = nb × DkA × premain × pdistr .
After simplification,
Dex =

ND
r

N+x
r

.

Thus, the objective of uniformity is satisfied.
QED

Property 6:
Trecv =

ND
(N + x)SNet

Proof:

Trecv =
Since D0 =

D0
.
SNet

ND
,
N +x
Trecv =

ND
.
(N + x)SNet
QED
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Property 7:
Told→new =

D
(1 − p0 )
rSNet

Proof:
old
Told→new = Dold→new /SNet
,
old = NS
where SNet
Net , the aggregated network speed of the old nodes.

Thus,
Told→new =

D
(1 − p0 ).
rSNet
QED

Property 8:
Tnew→new =

ND r
∑ (i − 1)pi
rxSNet i=2

Proof:
new
Tnew→new = Dold/new→new /SNet
,
new = xS
where SNet
Net , the aggregate network speed of the new nodes. Thus,

Tnew→new =

ND
rxSNet

r

∑ (i − 1)pi

i=2

QED

Property 9:
balanced =
T→new

xND
(N + x)2 SNet

Proof:
Let us denote as Y the amount of data that must be transferred between new nodes
to balance send times for transfers from old to new nodes and between new nodes.
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balanced
Told→new
=

D→new −Y
1
ND
=
−Y )
(x
old
NSNet N + x
SNet

balanced
Tnew→new
=

Y
1
Y
new = xS
SNet
Net

balanced = T balanced , and thus Y =
Then Told→new
new→new

x2 ND
(N + x)2
QED

Lemma 4:
If Told→new ≤ Tnew→new , then
balanced ≤ T
Told→new ≤ T→new
new→new .

Proof:
Assuming Told→new ≤ Tnew→new , we have the following.
Told→new ≤ Tnew→new
1 − p0 ≤
r

N r
∑ (i − 1)pi
x i=2
N

r

∑ pi ≤ x ∑ (i − 1)pi

i=1
r

i=1

N r
N r
ip
−
p
≤
i
i
∑
∑ pi
∑
x i=1
x i=1
i=1
r
x
N r
(1 + ) ∑ pi ≤ ∑ ipi
N
x i=1
i=1

(

r
r
x
+ 1) ∑ pi ≤ ∑ ipi
N
i=1
i=1
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balanced
T→new
− Told→new


D
1 − p0
xN
=
−
SNet (N + x)2
r

D
=
rSNet
≥

D
rSNet

!
r
N r
∑ ipi − ∑ pi using the properties on pi
N + x i=1
i=1
!
r
r
N N +x
∑ pi − ∑ pi using the assumption
N + x x i=1
i=1

≥0

balanced
Tnew→new − T→new

D
=
SNet

xN
N r
(i − 1)pi −
∑
rx i=2
(N + x)2

!

!
r
N
N r
∑ (i − 1)pi − r(N + x) ∑ ipi with prop. 3
rx i=2
i=0
!
r
r
r
ND
x
=
∑ ipi − ∑ pi − N + x ∑ ipi
xrSNet i=1
i=1
i=1
!
r
r
ND
N
=
∑ ipi − ∑ pi
xrSNet N + x i=1
i=1
!
r
r
ND
N N +x
≥
∑ pi − ∑ pi using the assumption
xrSNet N + x N i=1
i=1
D
=
SNet

≥0
QED

Lemma 5:
If Told→new ≥ Tnew→new , then
balanced ≥ T
Told→new ≥ T→new
new→new .

Proof:
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Basically the same as Lemma 4.
QED

Property 10:
balanced
Trecv ≥ T→new

Proof:
From lemmas 4 and 5,
balanced
Trecv − T→new
=

N2D
≥ 0.
(N + x)2 SNet
QED

Property 11:
tcom = max(Told→new , Trecv )

Proof:
The commission time is the maximum between Trecv (time to receive data) and the
balanced (if T
time to send the data: Told→new (if Tnew→new ≤ Told→new ) or Told→new
new→new ≥

Told→new ).
After applying Properties 4, 5, and 10, we have

tcom = max(Told→new , Trecv ).

QED
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Property 12:
Twrite =

ND
(N + x)SW rite

Proof:
D0

Twrite =

.
SW rite
ND
Twrite =
.
(N + x)SW rite
QED

Property 13:
Told→new =

D(1 − p0 )
rSRead

Proof:

Told→new =

Dold→new
.
old
SRead

old = NS
where SRead
Read is the aggregated reading speed of the old nodes.

Thus,
Told→new =

D(1 − p0 )
.
rSRead
QED

Property 14:
tcom = max(Twrite , Told→new )

Proof:
The commission cannot be faster than reading all unique data and writing it.
QED
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Property 15:
alldata =
Told→new

xD
(N + x)SRead

Proof:
alldata
Told→new
=

D0

SRead
xD
=
.
(N + x)SRead
QED

Property 16:
NSRead
, new nodes can forward data,
SW rite
xND SRead + SW rite
=
.
(N + x)2 SRead SW rite

If x ≥
balanced
and Told→new

Proof:
Let y be the proportion of time used to write data on new nodes.
During the time t,
DRo = tNSRead data is read from the old nodes,
DRn = t(1 − y)xSRead data is read from the new nodes,
DW
o = 0 data is written on old nodes,
DW
n = tyxSW rite data is written on new nodes.
W
R
R
DW
n + Do = Do + Dn

Thus, y =

(N+x)
SRead
x SRead +SW rite

balanced =
and Told→new

balanced
Told→new
=

D→new
xySW rite

xND SRead + SW rite
.
(N + x)2 SRead SW rite

This is possible if and only if y ≤ 1, thus x ≥

NSRead
SW rite .

QED
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Property 17:

T
write
tcom =
max(T

if x ≤

balanced
old→new , Told→new )

NSRead
,
SW rite

else.

Proof:
alldata , then the balanced strategy is used. Similarly to Property 4, we
If TW rite ≤ Told→new

have
alldata
TW rite ≤ Told→new ≤ Told→new
.

However, the old nodes still have to send the minimum amount of data for a duration
of Told→new .
In the other case, writing is the bottleneck, and TW rite is the time needed for the
commission.
balanced
tcom = max(TW rite , Told→new , Told→new
)

QED

Definition 2:
tdecom =

Dwrite
cluster
Swrite

Property 18:
Dwrite = xD

Proof:
Here x nodes are leaving the cluster, and each host D data (Assumption 4). Thus,
Dwrite = xD.

QED
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Property 19:
cluster = S
Swrite
Net (N − x)

Property 20:
tdecom =

xD
.
SNet (N − x)

Proof:
Using Definition 2 as well as Properties 19 and 18, we obtain the result.
QED

Definition 3: 

0 
r N−r
pi =
i
x−i


N

if i > r,
for i ≤ r.

x

Detail:
This is the probability for each object to have exactly i replicas on the x leaving
nodes. This is modeled as a classical urn problem [27].
QED
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Property 21:

1
R(N, x) = ∑ri=1 ipi
 r
∑i=1 pi

without buffering,
if other cases.

Proof:
If an object has k > 0 replicas on leaving nodes, it needs to be read once using the
buffering and written k times on remaining nodes.
The data to write Dtowrite is, for each possible number of replicas on leaving nodes,
the probability for an object to have that number of replicas on leaving nodes multiplied
by the total amount of data to move and the number of times this object has to be
written.
r

Dtowrite = xD ∑ ipi
i=1

Similarly, Dtoread is the data to read: for each possible number of replicas on leaving
nodes, the probability of the data having that number of replicas on leaving nodes
multiplied by the total amount of data and the number of times the data has to be read,
which is one.
r

Dtoread = xD ∑ pi
i=1

With Dtowrite and Dtoread , we can deduce the ratio of data to write with respect to
the data to read as R(N, x). The ratio is 1 in the case of storage in RAM, since data
must be read as many times as it is written.


1
R(N, x) = ∑r i ∗ pi

 i=1
∑ri=1 pi

for a storage in RAM,
if other cases.
QED
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Property 22:
cluster = S
Swrite
W rite (N − x).

Proof:
cluster =
Each of the remaining nodes can receive data with a throughput of SW rite Swrite

SW rite (N − x).
QED

Property 23:
cluster =
Swrite

NR(N, x)SRead SW rite
.
SW rite + R(N, x)SRead

Proof:
To obtain the writing speed of the cluster in case of storage bottleneck, we first
consider the amount of data read and written during duration t. Leaving nodes can read
at full speed, and remaining nodes can read and write. We denote as d the proportion
of time that remaining nodes spend writing.



data written = t · (N − x) · d · SW rite



data read =
t · (N − x) · (1 − d) · SRead





+t · x · SRead
R(N, x) =

(N − x) · d · SW rite
(N − x) · (1 − d) · SRead + x · SRead

Thus,

d=

R(N, x) · SRead · N
(N − x)(SW rite + R(N, x) · SRead )

We find the following.
cluster
= (N − x) · d · SW rite
Swrite

=

NR(N, x)SRead SW rite
SW rite + R(N, x)SRead
QED
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Property 24:
T (N, x) =

NSW rite
R(N, x)SRead + SW rite

Proof:
We consider d from the demonstration of Property 23.
Here d has two constraints: 0 ≤ d ≤ 1. d ≥ 0 means SRead ≥ 0 which is implicit,
and d ≤ 1 results in T (N, x).

QED

Property 25:
xD
+ t0
SW rite (N − x)
tdecom = x · D · (S
W rite + R(N, x)SRead )


+ t0
N · R(N, x) · SRead · SW rite




if x ≥ T (N, x),
in other cases.

Proof:
Using Properties 2, 18, 22, 23, and 24, and after simplification, we have the result.
QED

Property 26:
In the case of a network bottleneck, decommissioning a set of nodes in k
consecutive steps takes as much time as decommissioning the same nodes all at once.

Proof:
We demonstrate that the time to decommission in k steps is tdecom (k) =

xD
SNet (N − x)

by recurrence.
For k = 1, decommission in one step is a simple decommission so they have the
same duration.
For k > 1, we assume that decommissioning in k − 1 steps takes tdecom (k − 1) =
xD
. Then, we denote as y the number of nodes decommissioned in the first
SNet (N − x)
step on the total of N nodes. Thus,
tdecom (k) =

y·D
+ tdecom (k − 1)
SNet (N − y)
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Then, for the k − 1 other steps, the cluster as a size of N − y and each node hosts
N ·D
.
N −y
Thus,
ND
(x − y)
yD
N −y
tdecom (k) =
+
SNet (N − y) SNet (N − y − (x − y))
ND
(x − y)
yD
1
N −y
+
)
(
=
SNet N − y
N −x
1 (N − x)yD + (x − y)ND
=
SNet
(N − y)(N − x)
1
xD
=
SNet (N − x)
Thus, the time to decommission in k steps is tdecom (k) =

xD
.
SNet (N − x)
QED

Property 27:


xD
D
tdecom = max
,
(N − x)min(SW rite , SNet ) min(SRead , SNet )



Proof:
During the decommission, the total amount of data to transfer is xD.
N − x remaining nodes can receive and write it at a throughput of min(SW rite , SNet ).
x leaving nodes can read and send it at a throughput of min(SRead , SNet ).
QED
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